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RELATIVE TIMING OF SPEECH MOTOR EVENTS AT UTTERANCE
INITIATION IN PERSONS WHO DO AND DO NOT STUTTER
Bryan Thomas Brown, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 2008
Speech production is a highly complex speech motor activity that presumably
requires a high degree of coordination between articulatory, respiratory and
phonatory subsystems. Stuttering may be caused by breakdowns in speech motor
coordination. The current study attempted to evaluate timing relationship between
these systems at speech initiation in the perceptually fluent speech of people who do
and do not stutter. To study this, tongue blade speed histories, respiratory transitions
from inspiratory to expiratory gestures, and acoustic events at the initiation of
perceptually fluent speech in persons who stutter and normally fluent speakers were
analyzed in relative time. To identify the effect of stuttering severity on speech
events persons who stutter were further segmented into high and low stuttering
severity groups. Results indicate that persons who stutter had lower speech rates than
normally fluent peers and initiate initial tongue movements later than normally fluent
speakers relative to respiratory events. No differences were detected based on
stuttering severity. Additionally, in all speakers, complex movement and speed
histories were observed, which makes studying speech production a difficult process.
These results suggest that there are some subtle but significant differences between
the perceptually fluent speech of persons who stutter and their normally fluent peers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background Information

Speech production is a highly complex motor process that requires the precise
coordination of a wide range of structures within the articulatory, phonatory and
respiratory systems. Such a view is quickly confirmed by plots such as Figure 1,
which shows the synchronous recordings of the acoustic waveform, chest wall
circumference and vertical movements of markers placed on selected oral articulators
as a healthy speaker produces the word /kambain/. The individual traces generally
match expectations based upon the phonetic structure of the word. Prior to acoustic
onset, the chest wall actively transitions from an inspiratory to an expiratory gesture,
which is then maintained through the remainder of the word. The upper and lower lip
markers show minimal vertical movement except for large excursions associated with
lip closure and release presumably for the /m/-/b/ sequence. The tongue blade marker
shows a more complicated movement history. Beginning in a relatively elevated
position, the tongue marker moves downward coincident with plosive release and
settles briefly in an intermediate position during production of /a/ and then
continues downward as the speaker begins the onglide of the diphthong. The tongue
marker rapidly elevates coincident with the diphthong transition and elevation then
continues, presumably to achieve occlusion for the In/. The mandible marker shows
two prominent elevation and lowering movements. The first is coincident with the
bilabial gesture and the second is associated with lingua-alveolar gesture.
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Figure 1. The first panel shows the sound pressure wave during the production of the
word ('combine'). The second panel shows the movement of the chest wall
circumference. The third and fourth panels show the vertical movement of markers
placed on the upper and lower lip respectively. The fifth panel shows the vertical
movement of the maker placed on the tongue. The sixth panel shows the vertical
movement of the maker placed on the mandible.
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The complexity of speech production is most apparent when this set of traces
is examined collectively. There are a number of noteworthy observations. First, the
onset and offset of acoustic phonetic events are not synchronous with the articulatory
movements that presumably underlie their production. For example, the lip closing
gesture associated with /ml actually begins quite early, during the release of the initial
velar plosive, giving rise to what is commonly referred to as coarticulation. Second,
articulator movements appear to interact in complex ways. For example, during the
tongue blade lowering gesture, the mandible is moving in the opposite direction, thus
acting antagonistically to the tongue. In contrast, during the tongue blade elevation
gesture, the mandible is also elevating and therefore acting synergistically with the
tongue. In both of these cases, tongue movements must be scaled in consideration to
the ongoing mandibular motion. Third, at the beginning of the word, a number of key
motor events occur rapidly, all within a period of less than half a second. The chest
wall transitions from an inspiratory to an expiratory gesture, the tongue blade moves
down to release vocal tract occlusion, the lips begin occlusion in anticipation of the

/ml-lb/ sequence and phonation is initiated. Any interruption in this process due to
faulty motor planning and/or execution could lead to breakdown in the forward flow
of speech. For all three of these examples, acoustic-phonetic goals are unlikely to be
achieved if the timing and scaling of events across these very different structures is
not tightly orchestrated. It is in this broad sense that we think of speech as requiring a
high degree of coordination. A challenge to speech scientists is to develop
quantitative measures that might serve as indices of coordination. This development
is necessary to address the general goal of uncovering details of the normal speech
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motor control process and for investigating speech disorders that are associated with a
deficit in coordination. For example, a commonly held hypothesis has been that
stuttering results in intermittent breakdowns in speech motor coordination (VanRiper,
1982; Kent, 1984; Kent and Adams, 1989). The most common approach to evaluate
coordination has been to look for consistent patterns in the timing of salient events
within a given motor task. This study will use such a methodology to compare timing
relationships between respiratory, phonatory and articulatory events at speech
initiation in the perceptually fluent speech of persons who do and do not stutter.

Review of the Literature
There is a rapidly growing literature that has attempted to evaluate speech
motor characteristics of stuttering. The literature reviewed below is restricted to
those studies that have used physiologic approaches to evaluate the timing of speech
motor events in persons who stutter. Furthermore, these studies only evaluate the
perceptually fluent speech of persons who stutter so that more straightforward
comparisons can be made with nonstuttering subjects. However, it should be noted
that limiting evaluation to perceptually fluent speech is not without problems.
Armson and Kalinowski (1994) argue that (1) even though speech is perceptually
fluent does not mean it is free of the effects of stuttering in general, imperceptible
differences in speech production may exist as a result of a stuttering diagnosis; (2)
physiologic changes in motoric speech production during instances of overt stuttering
may spread to and affect the production of perceptually fluent utterances; (3)
participation in certain therapies may alter the production of fluent speech, including
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fluency shaping and pseudostuttering and; (4) speakers, particularly adult speakers,
may develop adverse reactions to speech in general as a result of stuttering.

Chest Wall Movement at Speech Initiation
Baken and colleagues (Baken, Cavallo and Weissman, 1979; Baken and
Cavallo, 1981) described the process by which eight communicatively healthy
speakers prepare the respiratory system for speech. Based upon previous work
demonstrating that the chest wall has essentially two degrees of freedom (Hixon,
Goldman & Mead, 1973), the authors used mercury strain gauges to monitor the
circumference of the rib cage and abdomen prior to phonation. Participants were
instructed to produce a sustained vowel as quickly as possible upon presentation of an
unpredictable auditory stimulus, which occurred at various lung volumes and
respiratory phases. Baken, et al. (1979) observed that, following the stimulus, there
was a latency of about 250 milliseconds, before the participant reacted. Following
the latency time an adjustment period occurred that began with a positional
adjustment of the chest wall and ended with the onset of phonation. The movement
pattern during this adjustment was highly predictable (91 percent of trials) and
involved coincident expansion of the rib cage and a contraction of the abdomen. This
asynchronous or "oppositional" movement adjustment was consistently observed
regardless of the status of the respiratory system at the stimulus presentation. The
authors concluded that communicatively healthy speakers prefer this oppositional
chest wall adjustment and that it may be an important strategy for increasing the
respiratory system's ability to regulate pressures necessary for phonation. One
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possible reason for why this might be has been suggested that through this
asynchronous movement over the rib cage and abdomen the rib cage muscles are set
at a mechanical advantage for achieving optimal alveolar pressure for phonation and
speech (Hixon et al., 1973). In addition to the oppositional chest wall adjustment
Baken et al. observed two other adjustments, neither ofwhich occurred with any
regularity: a contraction ofboth the rib cage and abdomen and an expansion ofboth
("expiratory" and "inspiratory" adjustments respectively).
While the contraction ofthe abdomen during an oppositional adjustment is an
active process (Hixon et al., 1976), the simultaneous expansion ofthe rib cage could
be explained by at least two differing views: a passive response to the increase in
thoracic pressure achieved by the contraction ofthe abdomen, or an active contraction
ofrib cage inspiratory muscles. To address this issue Cavallo and Baken (1985)
monitored the movements ofthe chest wall in six adults during productions of
syllables with and without phonation at syllabic initiation (/a/ and /ha/). This was
done to reveal the nature ofrib cage expansion: ifthe "oppositional" adjustment was
absent during productions of/ha/ the expansion ofthe rib cage would be revealed to
be a response ofpassive pressures within the system, whereas ifthe "oppositional"
adjustment was observed it would indicate that the chest wall adjustment is an active
expansion ofthe rib cage simultaneous to a contraction ofthe abdomen. The
"oppositional" adjustment was observed in more than 90% ofboth /a/ and /ha/
productions; thus supporting the author's hypothesis that the "oppositional"
adjustment is a result ofactive, rather than passive, processes.
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Other researchers have questioned the pervasiveness of the oppositional
adjustment and raised concerns pertaining to methodological and operational aspects
of previous studies (Hixon, et al., 1988; McFarland & Smith, 1992; Wilder, 1980).
Wilder (1980) found that female speakers did not produce the oppositional
adjustment with similar consistency observed in male speakers by Baken et al. (1979,
1981). Instead approximately two thirds of the adjustments were achieved by a
contraction of both rib cage and abdomen (expiratory chest wall adjustment). Not
only did Wilder (1980) find the expiratory adjustment to predominate during reaction
time tasks, but also during more a natural speech task: oral reading. Using an
alternate method of kinematic data acquisition Hixon et al. (1988) did not find a
singular chest wall adjustment that was universal across their ten subjects; instead,
individual subjects appear to have a tendency to gravitate towards either the
oppositional or expiratory adjustment. Applying an automated approach to define
adjustments by the interaction of chest wall velocity and movement duration
McFarland and Smith (1992) also failed to demonstrate that the oppositional pattern
was preferred by their pool of nine normally fluent speakers. These authors also
found that utterance length and respiratory system status at utterance initiation
significantly influenced chest wall adjustments.
Few studies have evaluated chest wall posturing in stuttering. Baken,
McManus and Cavallo (1983) used the same experimental design as their earlier work
(Baken et al. 1979; 1981) to compare five persons who stutter (PWS) and eight
normally fluent speakers (NFS). Few differences were found. The authors found that
NFS and PWS equally preferred the oppositional chest wall adjustment. A
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statistically insignificant trend for PWS to have longer chest wall adjustment times
was noted. Williams and Brutten (1994) studied changes in prephonatory chest wall
adjustments, laryngeal reaction time and speech aerodynamics across different
phonetic contexts in the fluent speech offourteen adult PWS and fourteen NFS. A
significant trend for PWS to utilize the expiratory adjustment and NFS the
oppositional adjustment prior to speech production was observed.
In summary, there are discrepancies between the results ofBaken and
colleagues (1979, 1981, 1983) and other researchers (Hixon, et al., 1988; McFarland
& Smith, 1992; Wilder, 1980; Williams & Brutten, 1994) regarding chest wall setup
for speech initiation in normal speakers. While it may be the case that NFS produce
an oppositional adjustment more often than other adjustments, the adjustment may
not be as pervasive as noted by Baken, et al. (1979, 1981). This discrepancy makes it
even more difficult to reconcile the findings ofBaken, et al, (1983) and Williams and
Brutten (1994). One ofthe issues is that apart from the Williams and Brutten (1994)
study, all the cited studies used ten or fewer subjects. Given the well known
variability typically observed in both normal and disordered speech production,
further analysis with a larger sample is required to address this issue.

Respiratory-Phonatory Timing in Stuttering
Watson and Alfonso (1987) used a laryngeal reaction time paradigm to
evaluate timing ofrespiratory and phonatory activity in the perceptually fluent speech
offour PWS and two normally fluent speakers. A tone was used to first warn (tone
onset) and then cue (tone offset) the subject to phonate as quickly as possible. The
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tone varied in length, allowing the experimenters to evaluate the effect of warning
time on respiratory-phonatory timing prior to speech. Timing measures were drawn
from Respitrace, laryngeal trans-illumination and acoustic recordings. Based on SSI
(Riley, 1972) ratings the authors classified two PWS as stuttering mildly and the
remaining two as stuttering severely. Control subjects completed vocal fold adduction
prior to initiating abdominal compression at both long and short warning periods. At
short warning periods all four PWS were comparatively slow in the completion of
vocal fold adduction and abdominal compression initiation. At long warning periods
mild PWS were comparatively slower at respiratory events only and severe PWS
were slower at both respiratory and phonatory events. Thus, at long warning periods
mild PWS maintained a respiratory-phonatory coordination similar to that of NFS,
while severe PWS demonstrated less phonatory-respiratory coordination regardless of
warning period. The authors suggested that differences in stuttering severity may be
a function of distinct speech motor deficits in persons who stutter. However, the
small number of participants makes it difficult to generalize such findings.

Phonatory-Articulatory Timing in Stuttering
Of particular interest to stuttering has been the manner in which persons who
stutter time key phonatory and articulatory events during speech production.
Conture, Colton and Gleason (1988) studied the relative serial timing and durational
effects of respiratory, phonatory and articulatory events in the perceptually fluent
speech of eight children who stutter and eight of their fluent peers. Respitrace,
electroglottography and electromyographic recording from selected facial regions
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associated with lip muscles responsible for lip elevation and retraction were acquired
as subjects produced words in a carrier phrase. The key events were the onsets and
offsets of lip muscle activity, onset and offset of phonation and onset of expiration.
Results failed to indentify significant differences between the serial ordering or the
duration of speech events in the perceptually fluent speech of stuttering and normally
fluent children. However, the authors did find that for both stuttering and normally
fluent children the timing between articulatory and phonatory onsets was more
variable for utterance offset than that of utterance onset, a finding similar to that of
non-stuttering adult subjects (Gracco and Lofqvist, 1994). This result suggests that
coupling of speech motor subsystems may be more critical during speech onset as
opposed to speech offset.
Max and Gracco (2005) highlighted the importance of differentiating between
speech motor behaviors that are simply slower (or faster) from those that differ in the
relative timing of motor events. This view, which was also suggested by Westbury,
Severson and Lindstrom (2000), argues that only differences in relative timing would
imply a problem of motor coordination. The authors examined absolute and relative
timing relationships between lip closing and opening gestures and phonatory offset
and onset during /p/ production of perceptually fluent speech tasks that varied in
syllable length and phonetic composition in ten NFS and ten PWS groups. In general,
the results suggest that PWS differ from NFS in the overall duration of phonatory and
articulatory events. However, the relative timing of key articulatory and phonatory
events was similar across the two groups. The authors concluded that while it may
take PWS more time to produce labial and phonatory events, there was an overall
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lack of data to support a discoordination hypothesis. It should be noted that none of
the task conditions examined relative timing at utterance initiation, where persons
who stutter are most likely to have breakdown (Van Riper, 1982).
It is plausible to suggest that timing of phonatory activity may be prompted by
proprioceptive feedback from oral articulators and that coordinative breakdown may
be the result of deficits in sensorimotor integration. Loucks, DeNil and Sasisekaran
(2007) used this conceptual framework to study the coordination of mandibular
lowering and phonation onset in eleven NFS and eleven PWS. Participants were
instructed to lower their mandible to match a particular spatial target and elicit
phonation when they reach the target. Strain gauges monitored mandible position and
electroglottography was used to monitor phonation onset. A primary finding was that
proprioception of jaw movement served as a sufficient cue for phonation initiation in
both NFS and PWS. Furthermore, PWS may exhibit increased difficulty timing
mandibular movement onsets to phonation onset as evidenced by increased levels of
inaccuracy and variability in jaw-phonatory timing. Considering mandible movement
alone, movement durations and movement velocities were not significantly different
between groups; however, both duration and velocity measures of PWS were
significantly more variable that NFS.

Summary of Literature
There continue to be a number of unresolved issues related to the timing of
speech motor events in PWS. The manner in which both stuttering and nonstuttering
subjects adjust the chest wall for speech production is unclear (Baken, et al., 1983;
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Williams and Brutten, 1994). There is evidence that persons who stutter may have
deficits in respiratory-phonatory timing; however, the small number of subjects
greatly limit the statistical outcomes (Watson and Alfonso, 1987). While there is
evidence that stuttering and nonstuttering subjects differ in how they produce
articulatory phonatory events, it remains unclear whether these differences are simply
the result of a general slowing of speech production (Max and Gracco, 2005) or due
to a deficit in the relative timing of phonatory and articulatory events (Loucks et al.,
2007). Furthermore, there is limited evidence that speech subsystem timing
differences may also vary as a function of stuttering severity (Watson and Alfonso,
1987), yet the majority of studies have done little to evaluate the role of stuttering
severity. Lastly, most of the reported studies used relatively small sample sizes,
which makes generalization difficult.

Goals of Research
The goal of this study is to address a number of these issues using a large
existing dataset that includes respiratory, articulatory kinematic and acoustic
recordings of persons who do and do not stutter. Relative timing of key respiratory,
articulatory and phonatory events will be measured at the initiation of fluent
productions of a test utterance. The following questions will be addressed.
1. Is there a pattern in relative timing of the chest wall motion, onset and offsets of
oral articulatory movements, and the onset of phonation at the initiation of speech that
is common to all subjects?
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2. Is the relative timing of these speech motor events different for persons who do and
do not stutter?
3. Does stuttering severity influence the relative timing of these speech motor
events?
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CHAPTER II
METHODS
Walter Reed Army Medical Center-Western Michigan University Stuttering Database
Participants in the current study were drawn from the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center-Western Michigan University Stuttering Database. This database,
which was collected over a three-year period (1999-2002), includes a range of
clinical-behavioral and physiological data obtained on 43 adult persons who stutter
(PWS) and 43 normally fluent adult subjects (NFS) roughly matched for age and
gender. Database participants were largely reserve and active duty members of the
armed services. All PWS reported to stutter since childhood and were seeking
stuttering treatment through the Walter Reed Stuttering Treatment Program. Among
the PWS, two had previously attended the stuttering treatment program, and five
reported speaking English as a second language. All NFS reported no history of
speech or hearing difficulties and were briefly screened by a certified speech
language pathologist prior to inclusion into the database. Data analysis for this study
was approved by the Human Subjects Interdepartmental Review Board.

Video Recording
PWS were video recorded in a sound studio as they performed approximately
five minutes of monologue, read a passage aloud and made a number of telephone
calls. Recordings were performed just prior to commencing therapy. For those who
completed the Walter Reed Stuttering Treatment program, a second video recording
was made during the last two days of treatment. NFS were not video recorded.
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Stuttering severity was calculated using the third edition ofthe Stuttering
Severity Index (Riley, 1994), hereafter SSI-3. Two certified speech-language
pathologists, highly experienced with rating stuttered speech, transcribed each
participant's monologue and oral reading sample and identified and rated stuttered
events. Ifdisagreement between the raters occurred they viewed the specific
discrepancy as many times as necessary and conferred until an agreement was
reached. For measures ofreliability the videotapes were re-evaluated six months later
by two other experienced judges. Discrepancies between the second set ofjudges
were resolved in a similar fashion.

Physiologic Data Recording
All participants (PWS and NFS) underwent a physiologic data collection
procedure. For PWS, this collection occurred within one day ofthe video recording
session. Data collection occurred while participants were seated in a sound treated
room. Synchronous recording oforofacial movement, chest wall circumference, and
speech acoustics were made as the participant engaged in a variety of speaking tasks.
These speech tasks included real and nonsense phrases spoken at habitual and altered
rate and intensity, oral reading and spontaneous speech. Data collection sweeps were
30 seconds in duration and each sweep corresponded to a particular task. Typically, a
single experimental session contained 16-20 sweeps.
Articulatory movement was gathered using a Carstens AG 100 articulograph.
Three sensor coils (3 x 2 x 2 mm) were attached with biomedical tape to the bridge of
the nose and the vermilion border of the upper and lower lip. Two additional sensor
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coils were attached with surgical adhesive (lsodent) to the tongue blade
approximately 1 cm from the tip and at the base of the mandibular incisor. The
orofacial movement signals were digitized at 250 Hz per channel and signals from the
oral articulators were digitally low-pass filtered (5th order Butterworth filter with a
zero phase lag) at 8 Hz while the reference signal from the nose sensor was filtered at
3 Hz. Although head movements during recording were typically small, nose sensor
motion was removed from the oral articulator movement signals in order to minimize
the possibility of head movement contributions. The mean nose position and
mandible position at jaw occlusion (or mean jaw position for a given record when jaw
occlusion records were not available) was used to re-express the articulatory sensors
in a Cartesian coordinate system where the ordinate passes through the mean nose
and mandible sensor position and the axis origin is the mean mandible position
obtained during jaw occlusion (or mean mandible position).
Chest wall motion was transduced using an Ambulatory Monitoring
Respitrace system. Participants wore a snug-fitting T-shirt and Respitrace bands were
placed around the rib cage at the level of the axilla and around the abdomen at the
level of the umbilicus caudal to the lower ribs. The bands were secured to the T-shirt
using medical tape to minimize the chance for movement during testing. The subject
was seated and instructed to minimize trunk movements, particularly when
performing the assessment tasks. Prior to collection of speech data, the subject
performed a series of isovolume maneuvers (at resting expiratory end level) and a
least-squares method was used to equate the gains of the rib cage and abdomen
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signals. The respiratory signals were digitally sampled at rate of 2 kHz and low-pass
filtered (5th order Butterworth filter with a zero phase lag) at 5 Hz.
The audio signal was recorded with a Shure M93 miniature condenser
microphone positioned on the articulograph helmet 7.5 cm from the mouth, and
digitally sampled at rate of 16 KHz. The microphone-amplifier setup was calibrated
to permit measurement of absolute sound pressure levels.
The articulatory movement signals and the respiratory signals were recorded
on separate computers. The acoustic signal was recorded by both computers which
allowed for offline synchronization of the articulatory and respiratory data. This was
done by down-sampling the 16 kHz audio signal to 2 kHz, then cross correlating the
two audio signals, and adjusting for the phase lag of the peak of the correlation
function. Following synchronization, the respiratory signals were down-sampled to
250 Hz to match the sample rate of the articulatory data.

Participants Included in Current Study
Not all database participants could be included in the current study. In some
cases, the speech sample used in the analysis was not collected as some speech tasks
were added after the original data collection began. In other cases, there were
insufficient fluently produced speech tokens for the analysis to be completed.
A total of 69 participants (38 NFS, 31 PWS) had usable data. Tables 1 and 2
provide some basic information about the participant pool. Analysis was completed
on 68 subjects, of whom 66 were male and 2 were female (SO1 and S17). One NFS
(Nl 5) was excluded from the analysis because it was difficult to identify the onset of
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the utterance due to problems with the acoustic signal. Thirty ofthe 31 PWS had
SSI-3 scores available. The video recording ofS31 was either not made or was lost
and therefore an analysis ofstuttering behavior was not possible. This subject was
included in analysis comparing PWS and NFS groups, but was not used for severity
based comparisons described below. SSI-3 scores ranged from 10- 35. The group
median was 25. To address the possible effect ofstuttering severity on speech motor
timing measures, the median value was used to split the PWS group into high and low
SSI-3 groups (PWSmGH and PWSww respectively). The PWSHIGH group contained
14 subjects, a range of26-35 and a mean SSI-3 score of31.4 while the PWSww
group contained 16 subjects, with an SSI-3 range of10-25 and a mean score of20.6.

Data Analysis
The sentence "She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year"
produced at a habitual rate and loudness was targeted for analysis. A primary aim of
the study was to evaluate the timing pattern ofrespiratory, articulatory and phonatory
events at utterance initiation. This sentence, which begins with a voiceless pre-palatal
fricative followed by a vowel would allow for an evaluation oftiming between chest
wall motion (respiratory), lingual gestures for fricative-related vocal tract constriction
and release (oral articulatory) and vowel-related onset ofsound pressure oscillations
(phonatory). Individual tokens were excluded ifa disfluency and/or misarticulation
could be perceived to have occurred within the time window ("she had") ofinterest.
Ifthere was a disfluency and/or misarticulation later in the utterance, it was still
included in the analysis. However, those tokens were excluded when calculating
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overall speech rate. The number of viable speech tokens analyzed for each
participant is listed in Tables 1 and 2. A total of 524 tokens were analyzed across 68
participants, 44 (8%) of which were excluded for the calculation of speech rate.
Figure 2 plots a series of signal streams and events of interest for the phrase "she had"
from a study participant. From top to bottom, panels illustrate (1) the acoustic
waveform; (2) the instantaneous circumference of the rib cage and abdomen; (3) the
combined rib cage and abdomen trace, which reflects total chest wall motion; (4) the
instantaneous speed of the tongue blade marker; and (5) the mid-sagittal two
dimensional trajectory of the tongue blade. A number of time events were extracted
from these signal streams using a custom Matlab script. This script displayed signal
streams and allowed the user to mark time locations with interactive cursors.

Timing of Acoustic Events
Acoustic events were visually identified using a combined sound pressure
waveform and wide-band spectrogram (BW=300 Hz). Four acoustic events were
identified. Fricative/utterance onset (FoN) was defined as the moment wear sustained
aperiodic energy appeared in the acoustic plots. This time point primarily served as a
reference point for utterance onset. Voice onset (VoN) was defined as the moment
when frication noise diminished and there was the first evidence of sound pressure
wave periodicity. The third acoustic event that was identified was the moment of
vowel offset for the word "had" (VOFF). The reason for making this measure requires
some explanation. As noted by other authors (Max and Gracco, 2005; Westbury et
al., 2000), overall durational (i.e. rate) differences in speech production could serve to
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Table 1. PWS Participants
Partici ant
S0l
S02
S03
S04

Age
SSI-3
N
24
5
25
8
10
19
6
19
16
25
33
6
sos
6
21
24
5
S06
21
22
8
24
S07
18
3::
0
S08
8
18
19
if)
24
S09
7
20
�
p...
Sl0
7
25
38
I
7
24
Sl l
34
7
24
S12
21
28
9
18
S13
6
S14
23
20
43
7
S15
20
19
17
S16
11
8
28
29
S17
20
26
10
S18
6
19
33
S19
5
35
24
S20
30
9
S21
33
32
6
S22
30
:r:
7
29
31
S23
if)
9
30
S24
21
�
p...
S25
8
33
29
19
34
6
S26
27
S27
20
10
S28
7
29
33
5
20
S29
33
37
S30
9
33
42
S31*
8
7.3
Mean
25.6
26
*SSI scores were not obtained for this subject, he is included in all comparisons
between NS and PWS but is excluded from PWShigh and PWS10w comparisons
This table includes general information including age, number of viable speech
tokens obtained and SSI-3 ratings, about the persons who stutter that were included in
the study.
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Table 2. NFS Participants
Participant
Age
N
N0l
19
9
N02
53
8
N03
18
8
N04
18
10
NOS
19
11
N06
19
8
N07
20
9
N08
19
6
N09
19
7
Nl 0
24
8
Nl 1
20
9
N12
7
19
N13
25
5
N14
19
9
N15*
22
8
N16
25
7
N17
25
8
N18
19
9
N19
18
8
N20
18
9
N21
19
8
N22
18
7
N23
21
8
N24
19
9
N25
19
6
N26
19
8
N27
19
7
N28
27
7
N29
9
20
N30
18
8
N31
50
7
N32
9
18
N33
19
7
N34
21
8
N35
9
19
N36
19
8
N37
20
9
N38
20
8
Mean
21.7
8.1
*Excluded from analysis because of difficulties making acoustic judgments
This table shows general information, including age and number of viable speech
tokens obtained, about the normally fluent speakers included in the study.
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confound the interpretation of timing relations of various speech motor events. For
example, it would be difficult to discern if a group-based difference in the duration
between two speech motor events (e.g. the time between tongue movement onset and
phonatory onset) reflected relative timing differences or was simply due to the fact
that one group spoke slower (or faster) than the other group. Therefore, all timing
measures were expressed in proportion to the duration of the first two words of the
utterance ("she had"). This segment was chosen because preliminary analysis
revealed that the vowel offset in "had" was relatively easy to identify by the abrupt
cessation in acoustic energy associated with the stop gap. Occasionally, there were
some subject-specific challenges in the identification of the vowel offset. Voicing
through the stop gap sometimes made it difficult to discern a clear offset. In these
cases the spectrogram was consulted and the best judgment was made based on
formant transitions. Finally, sentence offset (not shown) was defined as the moment
when there was a loss in formant structure associated with the word "year."

Timing of Respiratory Events
The second and third panels of Figure 2 show estimates of the circumference
of the (1) rib cage and abdomen; and (2) combined chest wall signals respectively.
RTOTAL is determined by simply summing the individual chest wall components and is
considered to be a valid estimate of total chest wall motion. The key respiratory
events extracted for analysis were the instants of sustained transition from inspiration
to expiration of the rib cage (RRc), abdomen (RAB) and total chest wall (RTOTAL)
These time values were extracted in a semi-automated fashion. First, the
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experimenter marked a time window where each respiratory transition was occurring.
Second, a Matlab algorithm identified the moment of a positive-to negative-going
zero-crossing in the first order time derivative of the position histories. Given the
coarse sampling rate (250 Hz), a linear interpolation procedure was used to locate the
zero-crossing. Occasionally, the trace would include more than one negatively going
zero crossing, meaning that the chest wall compressed, expanded and compressed
again. This was most likely to occur in the rib cage signal. Two types of this reversal
were observed. One configuration showed a reversal where there was just a slight
expansion followed by a sustained compression. During these instances the second
zero crossing was selected because the first was not likely to provide significant
contribution to the net change in lung volume. The other configuration showed a
longer and more substantial expansion prior to transitioning again to a compression.
During these instances the first negative going zero crossing was selected.

Timing of Oral Articulatory Events
The fourth and fifth panels of Figure 2 respectively plot the instantaneous
speed of the tongue blade marker and the two-dimensional trajectory of its path. The
large shifts in tongue speed and excursions in tongue position are associated with the
elevating and lowering movement strokes necessary to achieve appropriate
constriction for articulatory-phonetic goals. These movement strokes were identified
by speed minima coincident with a change in direction. As with the identification of
the respiratory events, identification of articulatory events was semi-automated.
Articulatory movement strokes were identified algorithmically by speed minima
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associated the first sign of vertical displacement simultaneous with a relatively large
and consistent increase in speed.
It can be seen that at constriction onset (TCoN ) the tongue is at a relatively low
position and accelerates upward to constrict the vocal tract for fricative production.
This elevating movement stroke concludes with a coincident speed minimum and
abrupt direction change (TCoFF)- Following this, the tongue begins a lowering
movement stroke (TRoN ) which is associated with the production of the following
vowel, which concludes at the speed minimum associated with deceleration and
direction change of the lowering movement stroke (TRoFF)- In this example the
cessation of the elevating movement stroke (TCoFF) and the initiation of the lowering
movement stroke (TRoN ) occur at the same time; however, depending upon the
individual subject's pattern of speech production the duration between TCoFF and
TRoN may vary. These variations primarily consist of small fluctuations in the
position of the tongue during the production of the fricative.
This pattern of tongue elevation and immediate lowering is typical of a
majority of subject tokens. Occasionally a subject's tongue movement did not
incorporate a series of clearly defined movements. Identifying the onsets and offsets
of these patterns was difficult due to inconsistencies in the speed history and/or the
movement history. Figure 3 plots the movement and speed histories of another
subject during the production of "she had". In this example the tongue begins in a
relatively elevated position and does not need to elevate as much as the previous
example to achieve appropriate constriction for fricative production. This reduced
distance of travel is reflected in a relatively smaller peak in the speed history. The
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movement history ofthe lowering gesture shows a continuous lowering motion
throughout the duration. The speed history ofthe lowering movement stroke shows a
multi-modal history, with each successive peak showing a slightly greater speed than
the previous one. Considering that the tongue continues to show evidence of
lowering throughout the multi-modal movement stroke the end ofthe movement
stroke was selected at the first sign ofa change ofdirection, this happens to be
relatively late, one second after the initiation ofthe sentence. In examples such as the
one presented in Figure 3 tongue movement and speed histories were compared
together and the best judgment was made.

Relative Timing of Speech Motor Subsystems
The acoustic, respiratory and articulatory kinematic time values extracted
were used to generate a number ofrelative timing measures within and across speech
motor subsystems. Respiratory subsystem timing was evaluated by comparing RRc,
RAB and RTOTAL relative to each other and with respect to utterance onset. Oral
articulatory timing was evaluated by comparing tongue movement onsets (TCoN,
TRoN) and offsets (TCoFF, TRoFF) to utterance onset. Respiratory-articulatory timing
was evaluated by deriving relative timing measures between tongue movement onset
(TCoN) and the onset ofexpiratory-based movement ofrespiratory structures (RRc,
RAB and RToTAL)- Articulatory-phonatory timing was evaluated by comparing the
relative timing measures oftongue movement stroke onsets (TCoN, TRoN) and offsets
(TCoFF, TRoFF) to onset ofphonation (VoN)- Finally, respiratory-phonatory timing
was evaluated by comparing expiratory-based movement ofrespiratory structures
(R Rc, RAB and RToTAd to the onset ofphonation (VoN)25
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Figure 2. The top panel shows the sound pressure wave during the typical production
of the phrase "she had". The second panel shows the chest wall circumference of the
rib cage and the abdomen. The third panel shows the summed traces of the rib cage
and abdomen circumference traces to represent the overall circumference of the chest
wall. The fourth panel shows the two-dimensional speed history of the marker placed
on the tongue, approximately 1cm from the tip. The fifth panel shows the two
dimensional movement history of the tongue marker. Along with the panels
indicating movement and speed histories kinematic and acoustic events of interest are
plotted. These include onset of frication / utterance (FON), onset and offset of
phonation (VON and VOFF respectively), transition of the abdomen, rib cage and
summed respiratory signals from inspiration to expiration (RAB, RRC and RTOTAL
respectively), the onset and offset of the tongue elevation movement stroke (TCON
and TCOFF respectively) and the onset and offset of the tongue lowering movement
stroke (TRON and TROFF respectively).
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Figure 3. This figure shows the atypical tongue movements during the production of
the phrase "she had". The upper panel shows the two-dimensional movement history
of the tongue while the bottom panel shows the two-dimensional speed history of the
tongue movements. The closed circle indicates the beginning of the tongue elevation
movement stroke (TCON). The closed triangle plots the end of the tongue elevation
movement (TCOFF), which is simultaneous with the onset of the tongue lowering
movement (TRON). The closed diamond indicates the end of the tongue lowering
movement stroke (TROFF).
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Statistical Data Analysis
Analysis of variance was used to compare group-based differences in speech
motor timing relations. Diagnostic category (NFS vs. PWS) and stuttering severity
(NFS vs. PWSww vs. PWSHIGH) served as factors.

Reliability
For purposes of establishing intra- and inter-rater reliability ten subjects
(approximately 15% of the data) were selected. Subject selection was not random.
Instead, subjects that were identified to have more atypical patterns of articulatory
movements were selected since these required more judgment on the part of the
experimenter. Data were analyzed by the author and another researcher who was
familiar with the data, but had not participated in original data analysis. Reliability
ratings were based on Cronbach's Alpha, which is a measure of internal consistency.
Table 3 summarizes the intra- and inter-rater reliability. Within the reliability
measures an interesting trend was observed within and across raters. Acoustic events
and respiratory timing events were highly correlated, whereas reliability ratings for
articulatory events were lower. This is not surprising due to the inconsistent
articulatory patterns of speech production. Graphic examination of the data indicate
that the lower agreement was primarily due to a few outlying data points.
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Table 3. Intra and inter-rater intraclass correlation coefficients for timing measures
Intraclass correlation coefficient
Intra-rater
Inter-rater
0.83
0.94
RRc
0.98
0.96
RAB
0.98
0.96
RTOTAL
0.85
TCoN
0.71
0.64
0.52
TCoFF
0.63
0.72
TRoN
0.71
0.88
TRoFF
0.95
0.92
VoN
0.92
0.81
VoFF
Sentence offset
0.99
0.99
This table shows the Cronbach's Alpha interclass coefficients for both intra- and
inter-rater reliability measures.
Measure
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Speaking Rate
Estimates of speaking rate were derived for each subject. Because inclusion
of a token in the analysis only required that the first two words of the sentence be
perceptually fluent, some productions contained disfluencies, misarticulations and/or
word substitutions present in the latter part of the sentence. These tokens were
excluded from the speaking rate analysis. Forty-four tokens, or 8 percent, of the
samples were excluded. Mean speaking rate for the NFS group was 4.2 syllables/sec
and for the PWS group was 3.9 syllables/sec. Mean speaking rate for PWSww was
3.7 syllables/sec and PWSHIGH was 4.1 syllables/sec. An analysis of variance that
included diagnostic category and severity as factors revealed that the PWS group
exhibited significantly reduced speaking rate as compared to the NFS group (F=4.33,
p=0.04). Stuttering severity was not found to influence speaking rate significantly
(F= l.23, p=0.27). Therefore, it appears that, even when disfluencies are eliminated,
the PWS group tended to speak slower than the NFS group.
As suggested earlier, a group difference in speaking rate could serve to
confound the interpretation of timing relations of various speech motor events. To
address this issue, prior to statistical analysis, the times of respiratory, phonatory and
articulatory speech motor events were not expressed in real time, but were expressed
as a proportion of the duration of the first two words in the utterance "she had" (FoN VOFF). After converting all time values to relative time the difference in overall
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utterance duration disappeared, supporting the notion that rate-related differences
were minimized.
Overall Timing Pattern of Speech Motor Events
Figure 4 plots a timeline of key articulatory, respiratory and acoustic events
around the onset of the utterance for the two subject groups. Solid vertical lines
represent group means and the broken boxes surrounding them show standard error.
While examining the timeline several observations can be made. The pattern that
speech events occur in is quite similar across subject groups. It appears that the
relative timing of events can be separated into those occurring before the onset of the
utterance (TCoN, RAB and RTOTA L) and those following utterance onset (RRc, TCoFF,
TRoN, TRoFF and VoN)- The onset of the tongue constriction gesture (TCoN) begins
quite early. The onset of the abdominal expiratory gesture (RAs) follows. Shortly
thereafter is the beginning of the combined chest wall expiratory gesture (RTOTA L),
which occurs just prior to utterance onset (FoN)- Following utterance onset, the rib
cage expiratory gesture (RRc) and offset of tongue constriction gesture (TCoFF) occur
at a close interval. Following this, the onset of the tongue release gesture (TRoN)
occurs. Next in the sequence, phonation is initiated (VoN)- The series is concluded
by the offset of the tongue release gesture (TRoFF)- This pattern of events is similar
between NFS and PWS; however, group differences do occur. In general, PWS
produce articulatory events (TCoN, TCoFF, TRoN, TRoFF) later than NFS, whereas
they produce respiratory and phonatory events (RA B, RRc, RTOTA L, VoN) earlier than
NFS. However, it should be noted that the error bars frequently overlap.
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Figure 4. This figure shows a relative time timeline of group means along with
standard error of acoustic and kinematic events during the production of the phrase
"she had". NFS are indicated in the top panel (above the bold line). PWS are
indicated in the lower panel. Within each panel the kinematic events of the tongue
are located along the bold line while kinematic events of the chest wall and acoustic
events are located along the borders opposite the bolded line.
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Respiratory Subsystem Timing
Figure 4 shows the relative timing of the onset of expiratory gestures
(hereafter termed transitions) of the rib cage (RRc), abdomen (RAB) and combined rib
cage and abdomen (RrorAL)- Note that there is very little difference between the NFS
and PWS groups. Both groups show an initial RAB transition followed by RrorAL,
which in tum is followed by RRc- Table 4 shows the ANOVA results. Analysis of
variance revealed there were no relative timing differences for PWS and NFS.
Similarly, no severity related differences were observed.
Despite the apparent lack of group differences in the relative timing of the
chest wall transitions, interesting trends are observed in this data. Figure 5 plots RRc
as a function of RAB relative to utterance onset. Each data point represents the
median value for a particular subject. NFS subjects are coded as open circles.
PWSww are coded as filled circles and PWSHIGH are coded as filled triangles. Group
means for PWS and NFS are noted by "S" and "N" respectively. The solid and
dashed line ellipses plot one standard deviation around each group mean for NFS and
PWS groups respectively. A negative value along either axis indicates the respiratory
event occurred prior to utterance initiation. The diagonal line is the line of rib cage
and abdomen equivalence; therefore, any points occurring at or near this line indicate
that the subject made relatively synchronous rib cage and abdomen transitions. Data
points occurring below the diagonal indicate respiratory transitions where the
abdomen transitioned after the rib cage (abdominal lag), whereas points located above
the line show transitions where the abdomen transitioned before the rib cage
(abdominal lead).
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While it is clear that the mean respiratory transitions do not differ significantly
between PWS and NFS, there are several observations that can be highlighted with
this plot. Firstly, it appears that in the vast majority of subjects, the abdomen usually
transitions prior to the initiation of the utterance, while the rib cage transition can
occur before or following the onset of the utterance. Second, there is generally more
cross-subject variability in the rib cage transition than the abdominal transition.
Although the data presented in Figure 5 is expressed in proportional time, when these
data are referenced back to clock time, for a majority of subjects, the abdominal
transition occurs within about a 100 millisecond window just prior to utterance onset,
whereas, the rib cage transition occurs over a much broader window ranging from
about 100 milliseconds before utterance onset to up to 200 milliseconds after
utterance onset. Third, the size of the ellipses surrounding each subject group
suggests the abdominal transitions are slightly more variable in NFS than PWS,
whereas the rib cage transition is slightly more variable in PWS than NFS. Fourth, a
vast majority of subjects (97%) transition their chest wall using either an abdominal
lead or simultaneous transition of the rib cage and abdomen. Only two subjects (3%),
both of which were NFS, showed a clear preference to the abdominal lag
configuration of chest wall transition. Within these data there do not appear to be any
severity related differences within the stuttering group. In summary, it appears to be
the case that respiratory transitions prior to speech do not significantly differ between
PWS and NFS. Both appear to prefer either an abdominal lead or simultaneous
transition configuration. Rib cage transition is generally more variable than the
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abdominal, the abdominal transition generally occurs before the onset of the
utterance, whereas the rib cage transitions straddle the utterance onset.

Articulatory Subsystem Timing
Figure 4 shows the relative time of the constriction and release movement
strokes across NFS and PWS means. The onset of the constriction gesture (TCoN )
begins quite early, even before the chest wall has transitioned to expiration. The
movement stroke concludes (TCoFF) after the initiation of the utterance (FoN)
Following this the lowering gesture is initiated (TRoN )- The tongue lowering gesture
concludes (TRoFF) prior to the offset of the vowel (VOFF, not shown). Articulatory
subsystem timing was evaluated by measuring when subjects began and ended the
fricative-related tongue blade constriction and release relative to the onset of the
utterance. Results indicate that the relative timing of articulatory events did not differ
between PWS and NFS. As with the respiratory subsystem analysis, neither
diagnosis nor stuttering severity was found to influence any of these measures (Table
4).
Figure 6 plots the onset of the tongue constriction gesture (TCoN) against the
offset (TCoFF) with respect to utterance onset (FoN )- NFS are noted by open circles,
PWSww by closed circles and PWSHIGH by closed triangles. Group means and
standard error estimates are also plotted NFS with 'N' and a solid line ellipse,
whereas, PWS mean is noted with 'S' and standard error with a dashed ellipse. While
examining the figure one can note that the movement onset (TCoN ) is more variable
than offset (TCoFF). Similarly, Figure 7 plots the lowering movement onset (TRoN)
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Figure 5. This figure plots the relative time transition of the abdomen (RAB) against
the rib cage (RRC) with respect to utterance onset (FON). NFS are noted by open
circles, PWSLOW by closed circles and PWSHIGH by closed triangles. Speaker
group means are also indicated, NFS by 'N' and PWS by 'S'. The solid ellipse plots
NFS standard error and the dashed plots the PWS standard error. The diagonal line
plots RAB-RRC equivalence, therefore those on or near the diagonal line can be said
to produce RAB and RRC simultaneously. All other data points above the diagonal
line indicate abdominal lead, while those below indicate an abdominal lag.
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with against the movement offset (TRoFF)- Here again, movement onset (TRoN) is
more variable than offset (TRoFF).

Respiratory-Articulatory Timing
Observing the timing relations between movements of the tongue and
respiratory events may be revealing about their underlying coordination. Table 4
shows the ANOVA results. Two of the three measures were significant. Relative to
RmTAL and RAB PWS initiated the tongue elevation gesture (TCoN) later than NFS.
This trend was also observed in R Rc, however, it did not reach statistical significance.
Severity did not influence respiratory-articulatory timing.

Articulatory-Phonatory Timing
Relative timing between the articulatory and phonatory events was evaluated
by observing the time difference between movements of the tongue and the onset of
phonation. Articulatory system initiation prior to vowel initiation was not
significantly different between NFS and PWS (Table 4). Similarly, no differences
were observed in articulatory-phonatory timing after phonation initiation. It appears
that PWS and NFS do not differ in the manner in the timing interaction between the
articulatory and phonatory systems. Stuttering severity did not influence articulatory
phonatory timing; however, it is interesting to note that there is an insignificant trend
for the duration between TCoFF and VON to decrease as stuttering severity increased.
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group means are also indicated, NFS by 'N' and PWS by 'S'. The solid ellipse plots
NFS standard error and the dashed plots the PWS standard error.
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Respiratory-Phonatory Timing
Timing interaction between the respiratory and phonatory system was
evaluated by measuring the difference between key respiratory and phonatory events.
Differences between NFS and PWS were not observed upon evaluation of
respiratory-phonatory timing. Differences were not observed between when
evaluated for severity.
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Table 4. F-ratios and p-values for ANOVAs evaluating the effects of diagnosis and
severity on relative timing measures
Factor 2: Severity
Factor 1: Diagnosis
p-value
F-ratio
Measure
F-ratio
p-value
Respiratory subsystem

RRc *
RAB*
RTQTAL*
RRc-R AB

0.05
0.87
0.38
0.03

0.83
0.36
0.54
0.87

0.13
0.58
0.01
0.38

0.72
0.45
0.92
0.54

TCoN*
TCoFF*
TRoN*
TRoFF*

3.41
0.40
0.33
1.00

0.07
0.53
0.57
0.32

1.80
0.54
0.39
0.34

0.18
0.46
0.54
0.56

TCoN-RTOTAL
TC oN-R As
TCoN-RRc

3.90
6.15
1.37

0.05
0.02
0.3

1.39
3.40
0.17

0.24
0.07
0.68

TCoN- VoN
TCoFF- VoN
TRoN- VoN
TRoFF- VoN

3.18
1.62
1.13
3.09

0.08
0.21
0.29
0.08

2.54
3.78
2.10
3.08

0.12
0.06
0.15
0.08

0.01
RTOTAV VoN
0.06
RAs- VoN
0.00
RRc- VoN
Time
values
relative
to
utterance
onset
*

0.91
0.80
0.98

0.30
0.01
0.54

0.58
0.90
0.46

Articulatory subsystem

Respiratory-Articulatory Timing

Articu/atory-Phonatory Timing

Respiratory-Phonatory Timing
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
As noted earlier, speech motor coordination is a broad term that is difficult to
quantify empirically. This study attempted to highlight one aspect of speech motor
coordination: relative timing of the selected respiratory, articulatory and phonatory
events that occur at speech initiation. All three speech subsystems were included
with the hope that it would provide a relatively complete, but analytically tractable
picture of speech production. The analysis of speech production in relative time
reduced the effects speech rate to more accurately highlight cross-system timing
relationships. The use of recited speech creates a more natural speaking task than
cued phonation in reaction time tasks (Gracco & Lofqvist, 1994).

Respiratory Subsystem Timing
As previously noted there was a large degree of cross-subject variation in the
timing of the rib cage transition relative to the initiation of the sentence. This may be
due to the complicated movement history of the rib cage. Contrary to the abdomen,
which usually demonstrated a rather simple transition from inspiration to expiration,
the rib cages's transition to expiration occasionally involved motion reversals prior to
a sustained expiratory gesture. When this occurred, it tended to be consistent within a
relatively small number of subjects. This more complex pattern made it more
difficult to identify the onset of rib cage expiration and may be the reason why
reliability was lower for this measure and why the subject group was more variable
for this measure.
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Due to differences in research design this study was not capable of classifying
respiratory adjustments in the same manner as Baken et al. (1979, 1983, 1985).
Baken and colleagues classified respiratory transitions by the kinematic action of the
rib cage and abdomen in a reaction time paradigm just prior to phonation. In the
current study the relative time of the respiratory transition of the rib cage and
abdomen was measured during a more natural speech task. In the present study
tokens where the abdomen transitioned prior to the rib cage (abdominal lead) can be
roughly compared to the "oppositional" adjustment identified by Baken et al. due to
the fact that just prior to speech initiation the abdomen is contracting while the rib
cage continues to expand. Conversely, simultaneous transitions of the rib cage and
abdomen in the present study (data points that fall close to diagonal) can be roughly
compared to the "expiratory" adjustment identified by Baken et al. due to the fact that
just prior to speech initiation both the rib cage and abdomen are contracting.
Considering these rough comparisons the present study supports previous research
summarizing that subjects prefer to prepare their chest wall for speech by either
transitioning the rib cage and abdomen simultaneously or by transitioning the
abdomen before the rib cage (Hixon, et al., 1988; McFarland & Smith, 1992;
Williams & Brutten, 1994). No differences in the timing of respiratory transition
were observed between NFS and PWS groups. There was a tendency for NFS to
have more variability in RAB transition and PWS more in RRc; however, in each case
the presence of outlying data points may be influencing the standard error estimates.
This indicates that differences in speech production between NFS and PWS are not
likely to be a result of respiration.
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Articulatory Subsystem Timing
As with the respiratory system, there was a substantial degree of cross-subject
variation in the relative timing of the tongue constriction (TCoN, TCoFF) and release
(TRoN, TRoFF) gestures. Inspection of individual subjects and records revealed there
was a substantial amount of variability in x-y trajectory and speed history of the
tongue blade movements. For the majority of subjects, fricative-related tongue blade
movement was characterized by relatively simple elevation and lowering movements.
The path of the tongue sensor was relatively straight and oriented along the vertical
axis (see the fifth panel of Fi gure 2). The speed history associated with these
movements exhibited a single acceleration and deceleration phase (i.e., the classic
"bell-shaped" speed history). However, other patterns were observed. With regard to
the constriction gesture, patterns appeared to vary as a function of the location of the
tongue sensor at movement initiation. For example, in Figure 3, the tongue is already
elevated when movement into the constriction begins. A second, commonly observed
spatial pattern of the release gesture consisted of a curving motion beginning at the
apex of elevation and moving forward and down to complete the movement inferior
to where it had begun. This spatial pattern often resulted in multiple acceleration and
deceleration phases. Such a pattern makes it much more difficult to unequivocally
identify the boundaries of a movement since both the movement path is more difficult
to interpret and the tongue blade marker speeds up and slows down many times.
These variations in the spatial movement pattern may influence the timing patterns of
movements. Conceptually, if the spatial and timing coordination of speech is to be
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maintained a structure not needing to travel a relatively long distance must begin
movement later than a structure that does need to move relatively far. The aims of the
present study examine the timing of tongue movement onsets and offsets irrespective
of the tongue's location in the mouth prior to initiation of the utterance. Considering
this, it is possible that the variation in movement timing is, at least partly, caused by
spatial variability of the tongue's movement pattern.
Furthermore, the spatial variability in tongue movement may also be partly
responsible for the difficulty in identification of movement stroke onsets and offsets.
The production of speech is a continuous series of rapidly occurring changes in
movement direction and speed. Identifying speed minima as the boundaries of
movement strokes provides a relatively simplistic view of movement, one that
assumes that movement onsets and offsets occur when the tongue slows and then
begins moving in another direction. It is important to remember that individual
movement strokes, as identified by the present study, occur as part of a continuous
stream of motion where one kinematic action (e.g. elevating the tongue) may not
initiate and conclude at specific speed minima.

Relative Timing of Speech Motor Subsystems
An analysis of cross system timing is the closest analysis of coordination this
study is able to present. However, this study is only able to supply a limited view of
coordination considering that timing measures were studied while the spatial patterns
of speech movements were not formally evaluated. Considering this, it is interesting
to examine the tendency for the PWS to initiate movement for the constriction
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movement stroke (TCoN) si gnificantly later than NFS relative to key respiratory
events, including RAs and RTOTAL· The difference in timing between PWS and NFS
can be explained through several possibilities, including that PWS initiate movement
later than NFS or that PWS do not move their tongues as far as NFS, therefore they
are able to initiate movement later. Additionally, there were nonsignificant trends for
reduced relative durations between the onset of tongue constriction (TCoN) and
sentence onset (FoN) and the onset of phonation (V oN)- Taking a closer look at Figure
4 one can see that the trend for a reduced time interval between these events is due
primarily to the relatively later TCoN for the PWS group. This is particularly
interesting considering the clinically relevant finding that persons who stutter tend to
produce more stuttering moments at speech initiation than at mid-production.
Interestingly, another near-significant trend was observed in the articulatory
phonatory system timing later in the utterance. This appears in the duration between
the onset of voicing (VoN) and the offset of the tongue lowering movement stroke
(TRoFF)-

Impact of Stuttering Severity on Speech Production
Speech production did not differ with stuttering severity. The possible causes
for this are numerous and include the rough separation of PWS by median SSI-3
score. No attempt was made to classify PWS by primary pattern of dysfluencies, nor
was the speech production patterns of PWS judged on a continuum of stuttering
severity. Future research employing more refined methods of behavioral
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classification may yield more insight into the speech motor timing patterns of this
population.
Experimental Limitations
Due to the fact that this study was limited to a pre existing dataset the
experimenter did not have control over the data available for each subject. Several
subjects were excluded from analysis because pertinent data were not gathered.
Additionally, limitations exist in the study of speech production. This study
identified speed minima as boundaries of movement strokes; however, it is unclear
whether this method is most appropriate to use when studying motoric speech
production.
To increase the amount of data this study examined multiple repetitions of a
single sentence. It is unclear whether changes occur in the kinematics of speech
production across multiple repetitions. This is particularly true of PWS. There exists
a phenomena whereby repetition of a segment of text yields fewer instances of
stuttering. This is termed the adaptation effect (VanRiper, 1982).

It could be

possible that the sensitivity of this study to identify differences in speech production
was reduced due to the Adaptation Effect. However, this cannot be discerned from
the current study because this study was not able to control for any changes in the
physicologic production of speech influenced by the adaptation effect. Future
research is needed to address any changes in speech production that occur as a result
of the Adaptation Effect.
Finally, this study was limited by the variability inherent in speech
production. This study did not formally evaluate spatial variability and therefore,
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could not speak to the influences of spatial variability on the timing of speech motor
movements.

Future Research
Areas of future research that may prove beneficial to examine include the
spatial representation of tongue movements. This study did not examine the spatial
pattern, peak speeds, or distances of movements, and it is unclear whether
differences would exist between PWS and NFS. Additionally, this study examined
the anterior portion of the tongue only. This provides a limited picture of the vocal
tract during speech production. Examinations of the vocal tract during speech
production incorporating additional movement and speed histories may provide a
more complete picture of speech production. Finally, dividing PWS into severity
groups by median split may not most accurately highlight differences in speech
production as a function of stuttering severity. Future research may study differences
speech production on a continuum of stuttering severity and/or examine speech
production by most common type of dysfluency.

Conclusion
In summary, the primary finding of this study is that speech motor timing is a
variable process. This study does appear to support the theory that subjects prefer to
transition their abdomen slightly before or simultaneously to the rib cage. However,
the chest wall motion of PWS does not appear to differ from that of NFS. The speech
rate of PWS was significantly lower than NFS, even after removing events that could
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decrease speech rate (i.e., dysfluencies). Pertaining to the timing of tongue
movements, PWS and NFS do not appear to differ in the manner in which the timing
of speech events occur. However, relative to the transition of the abdomen (RAB) and
combined respiratory signal (RTOTAL) PWS appear to initiate the constriction gesture
(TCoN) later than NFS. Additionally, the speech rate of perceptually fluent speech in
PWS was relatively slower than NFS. In all cases, stuttering severity did not impact
the timing of events. In summary, the principle findings of this study are that PWS
appear to speak more slowly and initiate tongue constriction later relative to
respiration than NFS. Overriding these findings is the complexity of speech
production. Speech is a highly complex motoric activity, the timing and spatial
configuration of which are variable and difficult to accurately identify.
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